Review of
EGSG Stapleford Abbotts
Created by ORBX Systems

Stapleford airfield is a small private airfield located near Stapleford Tawney in the Epping Forest
district of Essex, England. It is operated by Stapleford Flight Centre and has a CAA ordinary
license (P472) which means that the airfield is approved for public transport of passengers.
The airfield was founded as Essex Aerodrome back in 1933 and was used by the RAF during the
Second World War as a satellite station for the North Weald. The elevation is 185 ft AMSL and the
ICAO code is EGSG – no IATA code is designated to this airfield. The airfield features 2 grass
runways and 1 grass/asphalt runway and is base to over 40 aircrafts.

Specs:







Name Stapleford Abbotts
Airport type Private
Operator Stapleford Flight Centre
ICAO EGSG
Elevation 185 ft AMSL
Runways 3x
o 04R/22L Grass/Asphalt 3,533 ft
o 04L/22R Grass 2,953 ft
o 10/28 Grass 2,346 ft

I received this add-on directly from ORBX and the download went as usual very quickly and
without any problems. The connection to ORBXs download server is super so the download of the
361Mb did not take much more than a few minutes.
After the download was completed I searched the forum at ORBXs website to see if there were any
new patches or updates for this scenery. I found no new patches or updates so I went directly to
the installation process.
The installation was easy and was completed within 2 minutes. I just activated the installation
wizard and hereafter the installation went completely automatically. The installation wizard is
very user friendly and found the FSX location itself. The only manual command I had to do was to

specify that I wanted the installation for FSX and not P3D and then write in the key codes. No
problem.
After the installation had completed I discovered the control panel which provides the simmer
with an opportunity to customize the airfield settings to fit the computers performance and the
simmers requests. This control panel was nicely placed on my desktop and was very simple to use –
just apply the settings that you want included and de-select the other features. The control panel
for EGSG does not feature a lot of selection possibilities but what is most important for me was the
Flow animations – they are a MUST and I quickly made sure that they were applied.

ORBX has also included a very well written user guide of total 18 pages. I recommend that you read
or skim this user guide before using the scenery to get the best outcome possible. The user guide
contains information as e.g. this being an airfield that is a part of the FTX region EU England and to
get the best result you of course have to have this FTX region installed prior to the installation of
EGSG.
The user guide also contains a description of the recommended slider settings in FSX according to
various CPU’s performance together with an airport chart and a picture to show which area is
covered by this add-on scenery.

After reading the user guide I now opened up FSX and took ORBXs “Bob” for a walk through the
scenery - using “Bob” is the best way of really viewing and enjoying all details in a scenery. I have
seen and reviewed quite many ORBXs airport sceneries and I very quickly saw that the quality of
this scenery is as I expected it to be of an ORBX product.
The scenery is very realistic and features a huge amount of details, here especially the very specific
buildings and their location throughout the scenery. I compared several of the buildings against
pictures of the real world buildings that I could find on the internet and ORBX has done it once
again and created a superb airfield that are more or less picture perfect.
The placing of the buildings is very well in accordance with the areal images that I found of the real
world buildings and I really love the unique detailing that is created on these buildings as e.g.
reflections in the windows and the corrosion of the metal on the hangars or even the miss colors of
the painted wood etc. These are all details that really add a lot of realism to the scenery.

Looking around the scenery I also saw a great many smaller details as very well made fences, signs
and various material that are scattered around the airfield. That could e.g. be dump containers, a
bench or crocks with flowers or small trees in them or even pallets or drums etc. These are all very
nice details and they are placed carefully and very realistically and gives the scenery a realistic
atmosphere.
The scenery also contains various static vehicles and aircrafts that are placed all around the airfield
and together with this, ORBX has also created fully working AI traffic. Combining this with the
famous PeopleFlow that features animated people walking around the scenery doing various
things, really contributes to create a very realistic living environment and atmosphere.
I noticed that the PeopleFlow was not the only ORBX Flow that was used in this scenery. There
are used several Flows but one specific was the CreatureFlow which is moving animals – in this
scenery this was e.g. farm animals as cows that I found at several locations, and these animals are
not just static animals but actual animated animals – again this is some excellent details that really
brings life to the scenery.

I now sat my focus on the vegetation, the concrete/asphalt apron and the runways. The vegetation
is very well made and looks very realistic. It features both short and long grass including weeds in
between which creates a very realistic look. The vegetation is placed all over the scenery and
completes the edges around parking areas and runways perfectly.
The textures used for the concrete/asphalt apron is fair but not superb and the runway is as I had
expected – very well made with rough edges, cracks in the surface and good textures. Indeed very
realistic and when combining this runway quality with the vegetation around the runway I found
it to be very realistic.
To spice up this realism of being at a small airfield in the middle of the very beautiful English
nature, ORBX had of course also included nature sounds to this scenery – this is really superb and a
must for a small airfield like this, because it adds so much extra life and realism to the scenery.

The surroundings of the airfield is also created within the scenery coverage area shown previously
in the review. This is not just standard FSX buildings and nature but actual buildings and nature
created for this scenery, and it looks superb.
Close to the airfield I found a huge complex of old buildings which probably is some kind of farm
and everything around it was created very realistically. I also found a small triangular lake and
various special made buildings that do contribute to increase the virtual experience of flying to and
from this airport. A great and very realistic English nature!

My conclusion for this add-on scenery from ORBX is that the scenery is a good quality add-on
scenery that really provides a great virtual experience for the flight simmer. The scenery is not hard
on frames and is filled with various details that are created perfectly.
The textures used are fair and the finish and quality of the buildings are perfect. The scenery
features lots of static aircrafts, vehicles and various airport material as drums, pallets, fences, signs
etc. Included is of course PeopleFlow but also CreateFlow and AI traffic which all contributes to
create a realistic and living airfield environment.
My experience of this airfield was very good and I rate the EGSG with 4/5-stars. I thank ORBX for
contributing to the flightsim community with again another great add-on scenery.
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